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Avidex is a leader and innovator providing integrated television 
and AV technology solutions designed to improve patient, staff, 
and visitor experiences.

Working with more than 2,500 hospitals and clinics across  
the U.S., we fully understand the intricacies of healthcare 
facility design requirements, both clinical and non-clinical,  
and deliver world-class TV and AV solutions that meet the 
needs of any complex and dynamic healthcare environment. 
No other company has designed and implemented more 
hospital audio and video solutions that foster teaching and 
collaboration, enhance the patient and visitor environment,  
and improve overall patient satisfaction. 

Pre-construction Services Include: 

• Infrastructure Planning and Design
• CAD Drawings, Line Drawings, and Schematics
• AV and Low Voltage Designs for RFP Submittals
• Create Specifications for Elevation Drawings
• Electrical Requirements
• Engineer Cable Paths
• RF Signal Balancing
• On-site Project Management
• Federal and State-specific Regulatory  

Agency Compliance Submissions  

Hospitals and other healthcare facilities operate in challenging 
and demanding environments with stringent safety and 
patient privacy mandates. Fully comprehending these unique 
complexities is where Avidex excels. We take a forward-thinking 
approach in future-proofing recommended solutions that not 
only meet today’s IDN needs today but anticipate tomorrow’s 
ever-changing requirements. 

Our expertise includes partnering with hospital architects, 
designers, and engineers on new construction and renovation 
projects across multi-use campuses to develop intricate 
television and AV systems for any healthcare facility.  

Planning, Design and Complete Turnkey  
Implementation of: 

• Patient and Common Area TVs and Displays

• Head-ends for Customized Content Delivery

• Patient Entertainment Programming

• Overhead Paging Systems

• Control Room Systems

• Sound Masking

• Secure Room Communications for  
Behavioral Health Compliance

• Custom Audio System Outlets and 
Components for Noise Control

• TV Solutions for Isolation Rooms

• Hospital-wide Messaging Systems

• Digital Signage

• Wayfinding Systems 

                           
Schedule a Consultation with Avidex

Our TV and AV design experts will provide a consultative, 
solutions-based approach to ensure a better experience for 
patients, visitors, and staff with greater efficiency and lasting  

cost effectiveness.
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Some Architects/Engineering/Construction/Building Design Firms We Partner with:

 
Some Healthcare Organizations We Partner with:

To Learn More Visit avidex.com
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From Initial Planning and Design to Full Implementation and Support
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